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beyond another place
Beyond another place is a landscape photography project by Bryn Davies exploring the 
beauty and industry of the mouth of the mersey up and down the Sefton coastline. The 
exhibition, curated by ArtLa, will be hosted at The Clove Hitch Gallery with the launch night 
open to the public at 19:00 on 28/02. The exhibition runs until 14/03.

Bryn Davies is a freelance photographer, videographer and designer based in Liverpool.  
He has worked and travelled extensively across three continents and eight countries, 
including three years living in the netherlands. Indigenous is his trading name and the host 
of his travel, editorial and fine art image library.

The first series premiered in this exhibition takes the initial steps “beyond another place”. 
Starting in Crosby but with out ever covering the location or its famous Anthony Gormley 
statues. Beyond another place focuses on natural cycles, landscape, light and texture to 
capture the essence of the land without the iconography. Less a photographic study and 
more an ode to impressionists paintings. 

Bryn discusses the exhibition “With so much iconography about the city I wanted to create 
a series that represents the essence of Liverpool and Merseyside. It was amazing 
revisiting places I haven’t been to since I was a child with fresh and (hopefully) more 
mature eyes. This exhibition gives me a chance to reconnect with the area. Sharing a 
fresh perspective from my experiences and travels while maintaining a child like enjoyment 
for my roots”. 

To find out more about Bryn and his work visit www.indigenousimages.com.

End

Editors notes

Bryn works with international companies, start-ups and community groups with a sense of 
place in a variety of environments. In the last 12 months he has undertaken commissions 
for arts council backed projects, liverpool city council art projects, ikea china amongst 
others and exhibited at the liverpool independents biennial 2012.
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